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HIGH NUCLEARTEMPERATURESBY ANTIMATTER-MATTERAF;NIHILATION

W.R. Gibbs

Arizona state university and Theoretical Division
Tempe, AZ Los Alamos National Laboratory

D. Strottman

Theoretical Division
Los Alamos Nat~onal Laboratory

In order to investigate the properties of nuclear matter it is useful to
be able to vary the conditions of the system. Wc wis,l to consider the

f
possibili y of raising the energy density of a localized region of nuclear
material. If we ask “What are the conditlo~s which would lead to
interesting physics?” there are many possible answers corresponding to
different models of the nuclear equation of state. ORP of the most
intriguing candidates is that, of raisin~ the ent!rey density of some fraction
of the nucleus to that of a nucleon. in this case onc may expect the quarks
to “dcconfinc” from thu individual n~cleons and form a qunrk-~luon plirsma in
which the nuclcons have lost the r identity.

3
Sincr the encrEy density of a

nucleon is the ordt?r of 1 GcV/fm (perhaps a bit more) baryon densities
grcirt,cr t.hi,rn 6 tlmos nucluar matter drnsity would bc in order. Anottlrr
possible method would bc to raiso the klnctic encr~;y OF tkrc nue]cons tn a

“tcmp~raturr” of the order of 18fl MeV (or flrratrr). In Cwlrral both of Lhcyr
variablvs will bc involved nn(l It. is rashionablt~ to drnw a phase dia~;rnrn in
this tempcrnturo-dcnslty spacr with a hmlronic ~)hiln~ and :1 quark-gluon ph:l:;lt.
It h:l~ b[~erl proposod to t:y LO ct.(!i]t.(~ this “new” form Or mnttcr by twIll~5ioII::
or h~ilvy Ions. Wc su~~ust a possihlr altrrllativc tl:rnu~h thr usu or
antiproton (or ,nntid(~utl’l-on) twvmrx.
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Second, the annihilation products are very forward peaked and tend to
form a beam of mesons so that the energy density does not disperse very
rapidly. Figure 1 shows this ●ffect. Above 6 GeV/c almost all pions arc
within a cone of 20°. The energy spectrum of pions Is al~O expanded as shown
in Figure 2 but the loss in the lower energy region Is only about a factor of
2 for 6 GeV/c ~ momentum. Another way of looking at this forward propagation
of particles is to consider the total ●nergy density in some initial region
which Is propagating with the velocit; equal to the velocity of the center of
momentum of the ~N initial system. If we allow this system to ●mit particles
(pions) Isotropically with velocity c from a uniform distribution within a
sphere we can calculate an effective radius of this “swarm” of particles.
Dividing this corresponding volume into the total enerey available gives us
an estimate of the energy density as a function of’ time. Figure 3 shows a

plot of results generated in thi~ way. Note that for p’s at rest the
expansion is much faster (as well as the initial total energy available being

less). In this view of an ●xpanding swarm of mesons wc see the effect of the
relativistic contraction of the p,”lpendicular velocity. (PA is an invariant
so v~ = pL/w is smaller). It is interesting to note that relativistic heavy
ions make usc of the contraction alonE the direction @f motion to increase
the density of the nuclei while we usc velocitY contraction in the %
perpendicular directions to retard the spread of the energy density. This
tiraph sets the time scale at the order of 3 fmlc, because we must somehow

convert thr energy contalnc!d jn the swarm (mostly meson kinetic ener~y! to

nucleon (or other) thermal encr~y and/or comprcssional c’nt?r~y iII this time in
order to achicvc the dcslrcd encr~y density.
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The third reason for wanting to raise the energy of the beam is the
additional energy available in the form of hinetic ●nergy. Of course we must

convert this energy to a more uscable form; a large number of pions
proceeding at high velocity is of little value by itsel~. It is this problerr
that is now addressed In a general way. Pions have large scattering cross
sect!ons and a high probability of absorption. A pion typically undergoes

several scatterlngs before absorbing on a pair of nucleons so that the 8-’12
pions produced by fin energetic annihilation share their energy among several

(% 5-10) nucleons. Thus a large fraction of the total energy and momentum of
the annihilating antinucleon-nucleon system may be transferred to N nucleons.
Under these conditions a. considerable fraction of the kinetic energy (of
order 1 - l/N) Is converted to degrees of freedom other than forward motion.
It is useful to compare this effect with the couplinE or a moving freigtt car
into a set of stationary cars. In that case alao, most of the kinetic energy

is converted to heat. Note one difference with this analo~y, however. In
the present case all of the energy-momentum transfer is done directly by the
pions and not by successive collisions amonE the recipients of the
energy-momentum. This is very different from a proton nucleus callision
scenario where a small fraction of the incldcnt proton energy is Riven to a
very few nucleons.

From these encouraging first consicfcratlons Dan and I decided t.o try more
ccmplete calculations to see if wc could follow the I)roccss or annihilation.
in s me detail.

f Since he had already done a c~]CIJldtiOn of p annihilation ilt

rest using his hydrodynamic code hc continued in this direction by impt Jvin~\

the calculation and allowing higher energy antiprot,ons.

Because arflumcnts rage over the relative merits of hyrfrmiynnmic vs.
intranuclcar casc;idr calculation:; in hrirvy ion physics and we wrrc int[!rcstud
In the physl(:s cuntcnt more thiln the rcsl]lt of a [~ivt!n mo[i[!], I d(!cIliI!ti to do
an ItlC calcu:.atlon for Cmnpilri:ioll. Thr two mcthnds each hnvc thuir atr-f’nl:t.tlx
and wmkncssus. Sorer of’ ttlc!sf! art! Kivrn if] TOIJIC I. Thc rcadvr C~II l)t.ot)ill~ly
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think of more. Since I am much more involved with the INC code I will spend
more time on it but let me first mention briefly the basic aspects of the
hydro.lynamic approach:

a) Th~ technique is very similar to that used in the study of heavy ion
collisions so that, if one is interested in the relative merits of
the two methods, a direct comparison is available. It should be said
at the outset, however, that the scenarios are ver:p different in the
two cases leading to the exploration of different repions in
temperature-density space.

b) The results are obtained by the solution of three-.dimenslonalo
covariant, relativistic hydrodynamic equations.

c) Effects of viscosity and thermal conductivity were not included in
the present calculation.

d) Fixed cubical eulerian cells were used.
c) The average energy deposition was obtained from a .40nte Carlo

simulation of annihilation using pions only.
f) After a hadronization time of 1 frn/c Irl the rest frame o? the

primordial pion, half of its remaining ener~y was deposited after
●ach mean free path.

g) The equation of state wad taken to bc quadratic in the square root of
the density.

In appronchinc the problem of the INC calculation I, of course, rcalizcct
t~at there were alre~dy at least two copes in current USC. A code of t}.c
cliIssic typo Is availablo at Los AlamosJ and I could have used It. The
problem is that. ouc wished to be able to measure energy dcposltlon and tcr

takt! Into account the motion cf all of the nuclcons. This is difficult (if
not Im}wssihlc) with tho prt!scnt vcrslon of this crJdc. Tho nuclcons are not

“realized” until n mean-free-path c~l~uliltion says thl’y have been struck.
Onc rr~mlx to follow all of the nuclrorls at. all times to know tho total
nucluar State :It c;lrly, 0:; wrll ilS lilt.r, timrfi.
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nucleons struck before absorption is 3-4. Paull blocking of low momentum
transrcr scatters is Included but is of importance only for the applications
of the code for pion-nucleus cross sections.

A version of the code was prepared for a si~gle incident pion and
comparison was made with a number of reactions. In particular. results from
inelastic scattering, single charge ●xchange, double charge exchange, true
absorption cross sections and the proton spectra resulting from incident
plans were studied. A reasonably good agreement was achieved in all of these
cases, at least as far as magnitude was concerned.

A second version of the code was prepared to allow the creation of a
distributi~n of pions Isotropjc in the center of mass of the ~N system. Thp
method used for this is essentially identical to that used by Clover et al.)
The resulting pions were then bcasted into the laboratory frame. The
distributions shown in figures 1 and 2 were obtained from this code.
Annihilation was assumed to take place on the central axis 1 fm inside the
nuclear surface corresponding to a cut being taken on central collisions.

fluch of the interesting physics in thxs problem consists of how to

interpret the reSUltS in t~rms meaningful LO physicists. Onc aspect which is
relatively simple is the nucleon dcnslt.y. Onr can simply count thr! number of

particles in a set of small volumes as a function or position and time, This
has the disadvantage that the effects onc sccs can depend on the SIZC uf the
volumes chosen. Another way of estlmatin~ density is to usc an nth nenrrst..
neighbor distance. This has two Mvantirfies: 1) A density IS illwayS
associated with the vicjnity of a particle (density is not defined for an

arbitrary point in space, althou[!h it could be); 2) TIIC numh!r of pi]rti~l[’~

which de~ine a density can be fixed in a(lvancr (the prcsont code uscs Uth
nearest neif!hbnrs so there arw 5 pur~iclus involved in ~ilc}l deusity
calculation) . A prohahllity distribution of dcnsitlr~ c:ln also hc
calculntcd. For t.hc present c:llculationn I will not. [IO into mc)rc d~tilil

except h say that both m[?ttlods i]ppli(!(l to t,he IN[~ I:ivc mil)(~mum (l{”ll:iiLi(!:; of’

the ordrr of I.t II”, in .:lltl:it~ntlill il~;rl’t’m(!rlt wittl t.]1(’ IIY(IM(IYII,IIIIIC!

calculation which Kivcs 1 .0 ~)o.
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(and/or later) because of the hadronization length (not Included in the INC
calculations), but the general features are very similar. Also shown are
estimates of the temperatures achieved usin~ antideuterons. These results
are very encouraging since they represent only average (central) events. One

can arrive at more extreme conditions by selecting on the ‘proper” final
ohservables. It is not clear what the best criterion is, but a simple one is
to make cuts based on the fraction of the ●nergy transferred to the nucleons.
This only corresponds approximately to a realistic ●xperimental condition
since there is no pion production in the present code and all of the enzrgy
can be transferred to nucleons. If one makes this kind of cut the result is
shown in figure 6. For 90-100% of the total energy available being converted
Inio nucleon kinetic energy we see that temperatures above 200 MeV remain
until times of the order of 4.2 fro/c when % 10 nucleons are involved in the
hot distribution. For 50-60? of the energy converted the temperatures and
numbers of particles involved are correspondingly more modest (T ‘u 160 t4eV,
N%4). Thus, at least in this model problem, the conditions for hirjh energy
dcnslty can be altered rather drastically by selection of the fraction of
energy in nucleon:; vs. pions.
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One can also tabulate statistics on the relative momentum of the nucleon
pali~ colliding. This is done separately for each of the three cartesien
directions. No difference is seen between the three components to the
present level of statistics. These distributions can be used to compute
processes such as bremstrahlung or strange particle production,
pertubativrly. Nothing has been done as yet along these last lines.

One can attempt to look at the ●nergy de~osited (converted to nucleons)
as a function of time. Since the interest lies in early time energy
deposition, favorable cases can be chosen by eye. I selected two events from
a sample of 60 (thus % 32 of cencral events) which deposited their energy
rapidly. If I multiply the fraction deposited by the energy density in the
fireball (from the early. calculation assuming all particles moving with the
speed of light) I find the curves shown In figure 7. One sees that the
process can happen rapidly in comparison with 3 fmlc. Note that the rapid
dro; in the curve is pessimistic since the nucleons are moving with velocity
less than c. This energy density includes the simple translational energy of
the nucleons so the “freight train factor”, from the beginning of the talk,
still needs to be applied. This reduces the curve by 10-202. In any case we
see that energy densities of the order desired are obtained and maintained
for the order of 1-2 fro/c for about 12 of the events.

To try to find thes% rapid events from external indications I made the
scatterplot shown in figure 8. It compares the energy deposited by 2.4 fro/c
with the total energy deposited by ploting a point on the graph at the
corresponding position. The points lying on the diagonal line correspond t:
those events in which there was no action after 2.4 fro/c. In most cases
there will be more scattering, of course, although the fraction is not so
great as one might suspect naively. The astonishing thing about the graph is “
that for final energy depositions above % 7 GcV all of the enercy is
deposited at a very early time. This is a very s~p condition and its oriRill
is not weil understood. It is likely that it is related to absorption on
clusters of n~cleons (statistical clustering only, there is no dynamical
clustering in this model). If this is true then it could be an artifact of
the model requirin[; the inclusion of short ran~c nucleor]-nucleon correlations
in the init+nl wave function to correct it. IT onc [;OCS to a heavier nucll’u:i
(A ❑ 100) the effect persists but the onset apprars at a hi[lht?r encr[;y

(%8 LeV).

I have presented ttre results of it morff!l attcmpt~ng to follow tllc proccsfi
of ~ annihilation in nuclei and analyze the results in phyxicul tcrmx.
Clearly this is an c)ngo~ng process. There arc, in acfllitiono scvt!ral
wt?aknesscn in the prrsent INC approirch. Some or the protrlcms at-t’:

a) TllP n~lclconx nrr trrnt,cd non-rclntivist.lc ;llly;
b) Musot) rt!sonilf]cc:; arc not incllldodr Iv. thr p nnnihilat.iun RO(.::

cfiroctly Lr.r pions;
c) Thr “tcmpcr:]turr” is not suuh a well dr~lnrd idea jn thr irpprl)~wh;
d) rr, Pm rn:]ctlons drc not includrd;
t?) Plutl pro(lucLi(ln in ntJclt!on- nucl{!on collisions is not prf’:wrlt .



If the fireball spreads during this time the problem js more serious. In
what way should the physics of this process be treated? A reasonable
understanding of this physics must be in ha!,d before a reliable calculation
of this effect can be made.

As summary we conclude that a~tiprotons offer a different and
complementary
reactions.

This work
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